Screening Schedule
MONDAY 11 SEPTEMBER

10 am-Building A World For All • Australian By Degree-Sisi Coala•

Sponsors

presents

Wrestless • 4 Quarters Of Silence • Resilience • Heels And Wheels •
1 pm-The Present • No Lions In Paris • Stutter • Darya Va Mahi
Parande - The Sea And The Flying Fish •
4 pm-Australian By Degree-Sisi Coala • Recharting My Destiny • The
Right To Be Rescued • The Deep Rising • Dwa S̍wiaty - Two Worlds •
7 pm- The Quiet Ones • My Hero Brother •

TUESDAY 12 SEPTEMBER

10 am- The Present • Wrestless • The Deep Rising • Darya Va Mahi

Parande - The Sea And The Flying Fish •
1 pm-Building A World For All • 4 Quarters Of Silence • Heels And
Wheels • Dwa S̍wiaty - Two Worlds •
4 pm-No Lions In Paris • Life Beneath The Skin Of Town - Zindagi Zir
Pust Man • Las Muelas De Cuco - Cuckoo Molars • Ganz Nah Bei DirClose To You •
7 pm-Two Feet To Fly • Dan And Margot •

WEDNESDAY 13 SEPTEMBER

10 am- Building A World For All • No Lions In Paris • Australian By

India International
Disability Film Festival

Degree-Sisi Coala • Life Beneath The Skin Of Town • My Hero Brother
1 pm- The Present • Stutter • The Right To Be Rescued • 4 Quarters
Of Silence • Aus Dem Rollstuhl An Den Cybathlon •
4 pm- Vikram Vedha with Audio Description •
7 pm-Let Me Know • Spectrum - A Story Of The Mind • Zamaani
Baraaye Doost Daashtan - A Time To Love •
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IT’S SHOWTIME FOR
SILICON VALLEY

‘GIANT BRAIN IN THE SKY’

Dag Kittlaus and Adam Cheyer, brains behind Siri, will unveil
Viv, an artificial-intelligence technology, in the US on Monday

WHAT EXACTLY CAN IT DO?

Viv derives its name from Latin for ‘live’. The revolutionary
start-up AI can analyse nouns to come up with helpful
answers. Well, it can teach itself too, unlike Siri or any other
virtual assistants out there, which parrot words as engineers
programme them

Book a cab, movie tickets, cancel them or reserve a table at a
restaurant. Anything, by taking ‘mental leaps’
■ It may be embedded in cars, devices and, of course, smartphones etc
■ To know more, follow Dag Kittlaus’ speech at Disrupt NY
■

3.5 yrs

of effort has
gone into
making Viv

Google, FB have already made offers to buy
Viv. Mark Zuckerberg is an investor in Viv

CHENNAI ■ MADURAI ■ VIJAYAWADA ■ BENGALURU ■ KOCHI ■ HYDERABAD ■ VISAKHAPATNAM ■ COIMBATORE ■ KOZHIKODE ■ THIRUVANANTHAPURAM ■ BELAGAVI ■ BHUBANESWAR ■ SHIVAMOGGA ■ TIRUCHY ■ TIRUPATI

Split wide open as
SC spikes ideas to
reform judiciary

SHOCKER AT EGMORE

Cancer specialist body
found with limbs tied
TAPAS RANJAN

E X P R E S S N E W S S E R V I C E @ Chennai

Culture House of
the Islamic Republic of Iran
Mumbai

Apex court Collegium turns down provisions in Centre’s revised Memorandum
of Procedure which aim to make the process of selection of judges transparent
G S V A S U @ New Delhi

collegium, the MoP suggested a few
steps that could be seen as bringing in
transparency to the whole exercise. One
THE ongoing tussle between the execuof them, according to details accessed
tive and the judiciary over the appointby Express, suggests a permanent secrement of judges to High Courts and the
Supreme Court is likely to continue. tariat for the collegiums of HCs and SC
This follows the apex court collegium “for putting up notice of vacancies, preparing a schedule for appointment
more or less rejecting the recomand receiving recommendamendations made by the govtions/complaints about eligiernment of India in a revised
ble candidates”. Sources
Memorandum of Procedure
said the SC did not agree to
(MoP) for selection of
this provision.
judges.
Another provision in the
In other words, the SuMoP suggests that in case a
preme Court appears relucsenior Chief Justice of
tant to remove the veil of
High Court is “being
secrecy that has become
overlooked for elevation
integral to the process of
to the SC, the reasons for
appointment of judges to
the same should be reConstitutional courts
corded in writing”. This
ever since it vested that
too was rejected by the SC though there
power in itself back in the 1990s.
A revised MoP was suggested by the have been any number of instances in
apex court itself after it struck down the past when seniority has been overthe National Judicial Appointments looked for “reasons” that the outside
Commission Act (NJAC) in October last world is not aware of.
The more “offending” clause could
year on the ground that it infringes on
the freedom of judiciary by diluting the have been this: “The HC collegium shall
select the most suitable candidates from
primacy of the Chief Justice of India.
amongst the eligible advoThe court came in for considcates/judicial officers. The
erable flak for striking down
minutes of the meeting of the
the NJAC, which sought to
collegium shall be drawn up
bring in certain transparency
and dissent opinion, if any,
to the whole process, though
The minutes of the
should be recorded. The minsome differed on whether two
meeting of the
utes shall remain confiden“eminent persons” from the
collegium shall be
tial till they are required to
society, as envisaged in the
drawn up and
be made public under the proAct, should be involved in the
dissent opinion, if
visions of any law in force”
selection of judges.
any, should be
— which potentially means
According to highly placed
recorded... The
public scrutiny.
sources, the SC collegium
minutes shall
What exists now is a more
held two-three meetings to
remain confidential
informal arrangement of the
discuss the revised MoP
till they are
HC CJ consulting the memdrafted by the GoI and has firequired to be
bers of the collegium, whose
nally chosen to “reject” almade public
opinion in regard to persons
most all clauses that suggest
Govt’s Revised
to be chosen may or may not
any change from the existing
MoP
be considered.
procedure. Accordingly, a deIt now remains to be seen
tailed note with appropriate
explanations was sent to the Centre how the Centre will move on the matter,
some days ago. The crux of the matter, considering that some of the appointit appears, is that decisions taken by the ments recommended by the SC are still
SC collegium in regard to appointments pending.
The uncomfortable executive-judicial
cannot be “called into question” — a
point reiterated in the October judg- interface, which has existed for long, is
ment. If one wants to read it differently, not going to go away any time soon.
the SC cannot be made “answerable” for
(Tomorrow: Almost one-third of the
its actions.
recommendations sent by HC CJs are
In fact, the MoP sent to the SC in
either rejected or remitted by the SC. Is
March was in itself a complete dilution
it not a reflection on the quality of
of what was proposed in the NJAC.
choices being made?)
While retaining the “primacy” of the

JUDICIARY
VS EXECUTIVE

UNION GOVT
PROPOSES, SC
COLLEGIUM
DISPOSES
A permanent secretariat shall be set up in
the HC and SC to assist the respective
collegiums in discharge of their functions.
The main functions include maintaining a
database of eligible persons, scheduling
meetings, receiving recommendations/
complaints in matters relating to
appointment of judges
The appointment of a judge to SC would
be made by elevation of a Chief Justice or
a judge of the HC or an eminent member
of the Bar or a distinguished jurist. In case
of elevation of a CJ or judge from HC, the
criteria of seniority, merit and integrity
would be followed. Preference should be
given to the Chief Justices of High Courts
keeping in view their inter se seniority. A
fair representation shall be given to
various High Courts in selection of judges
for the SC.
In case a senior Chief Justice is being
overlooked, the reasons for the same
should be recorded in writing. At any
given point of time, SC may have up to
three judges from amongst eminent
members of the Bar or distinguished
jurists with proven track record
It shall be open for all the judges of the
High Court, the Advocate General of the
State and the Attorney General of India
to recommend to the HC collegiums, the
names of suitable advocates who, in their
opinion, fulfil the eligibility criteria and
could be considered for appointment as
judges in the High Courts
Complaints, if any, received against
advocates/judicial officers who are being
considered for appointment as a judge in
the HC shall be looked into by a
committee of judges to be appointed by
the Chief Justice. Complaints received in
respect of appointment of Chief Justice
of a High Court shall be looked into by the
SC collegium. (The SC is understood to
have shot it down limiting the power to
look into complaints with only the Chief
Justices of HC and the CJI, as the case
may be)

EXPRESS READ

India among top 10 crony capitalist nations
New study by Economist ranks the country at ninth position among 23 surveyed for
favouritism and state intervention; India’s position remains unchanged from 2014

3.4% 18%
Of India’s GDP
came from
crony sector
wealth this year

Of the country’s
GDP sourced
from crony
sector in 2008

65% 16%
Of global crony
capitalism
happens in
developing
world

Drop in
combined
fortunes of
crony capitalists
since 2014

GLOBAL INDEX
Billionaire wealth as percentage of GDP
ranked by crony-sector wealth in 2014
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Youth shot dead in Bihar for
overtaking politician’s son
Gaya: In an incident that brings back memories of jungle raj in
Bihar, a 20-year-old youth was shot dead allegedly by a JD(U)
legislator’s son for overtaking his car. Aditya Kumar Sachdeva
was shot dead on Saturday for overtaking a car in which
JD(U) MLC Manorama Devi’s son Rocky Kumar Yadav was
travelling. Eyewitnesses said Rocky and his men intercepted
the Swift vehicle in which Sachdeva and his friends were
travelling after the youngsters had overtaken their Range
Rover.
P10

CIC issues fresh notice to Sonia for
not responding to RTI petition

IN yet another incident that sent shockwaves across the city, oncologist and antitobacco activist Dr Rohini Premkumari
(67) was on Sunday morning found murdered at her house in Gandhi Irwin Road, a
stone’s throw from the Egmore railway station. Dr Rohini’s body was found by her
octogenarian mother and a relative in the
garden area of her palatial house with legs
and hands bound. Police said she was tied
up and attacked with a heavy object which
resulted in her death and asserted that no
valuables were stolen from the house or
from the victim.
A widow, Rohini shared the residence
with her mother, Subadhra Nair (87), who
lived on the ground floor. Rohini lived on
the first floor. Rohini’s daughter, Reshmi
Nanditha (29) lives elsewhere in the city.
She was on vacation and had been alerted.
Around 11.30 am, Subadhra had called up
Parasuraman, a relative, as Rohini didn’t
turn up to serve her breakfast. When Parasuraman reached the house, he found the
doctor lying unconscious in the garden, after which police were alerted.
Preliminary probe hinted at a property
dispute that has been going on for over a
decade. Workers, who installed fixtures in
the garden about a week ago, are also suspected of involvement in the incident.
According to police, there were signs of
struggle on the lawn. “The lights were
found switched on well into the day. We suspect the murder may have happened on Sat-

A sniffer dog at the scene where Dr Rohini
Premkumari was found murdered at Gandhi Irwin
Road in Egmore on Sunday | P JAWAHAR
Unsafe for the Elderly
This is the second murder of an elderly
woman in Egmore in the past two months.
On March 5, Saradha (72) was found dead in
her third floor apartment in Pantheon Road,
Egmore. Sarada was a native of Thrissur
district in Kerala. No arrests have been made
in the case yet. Dr Rohini also hailed from
Kottayam in Kerala. In August 2015, another
woman doctor, Sathya, was murdered by a
young man to steal her mobile phone.

urday night when the doctor was taking a
walk on her lawn,” police said. Bloodstained shorts were picked up from the
scene, police said. The body was moved to
the Government General Hospital for autopsy. Egmore Police have registered a case
of murder and are probing.

A NEW LOOK FOR
A NEW WORLD
Change is the road to progress.
The New Indian Express takes
another step towards growth
and progress today by introducing
a new look. The typography is
simplified, the colour elements
judiciously enhanced and the
overall design rendered, we trust,
easier to follow.
The big emphasis has been
on making the content more
i n te ra c t i v e to s u i t t h e
requirements of the young
intelligent reader of the online
age. A whole new world is
thrown open to the modernists.
We invite you to use it, enjoy it.

One area shall remain forever
unchanged in the Express — our
commitment to the country and
to the core values of journalism.
We proclaim this everyday in the
words of Ramnath Goenka,
carried above the editorials: The
Indian Express is not an industry.
It is a mission.

Sathyam Cinemas,
Chennai, India

We hope that the new
aspirational youth taking charge
of the country as well as our
valuable readers who have kept
faith with us over the years will
find the new New Indian Express
equally useful.
— G S Vasu
Editor

YOU DECIDE…
WHICH IS THE BEST!
IS THIS THE WAY TO RUN A GOVERNMENT?
Political parties…
That sacrificed the national security
Augusta Westland… just a case in point
That looted the country through 2G, 3G,
Coalgate…
That made public dipsomaniac
That looted the natural resources of the state

Isn’t it the Colossal Proof of Governance?
Tamil fishermen in the death sentence were
freed
Prime Minister himself monitored the release
of the Tamil Pastor Premkumar who was
abducted by the Talibanis
PMs relief to lakhs of Chennai flood victims
through banks
Central Government provided 50,000 housing
facilities to Lankan Tamils

www.abilityfoundation.org

10 am- The Present • Scribbling • The Right To Be Rescued • The

Deep Rising • Aus Dem Rollstuhl An Den Cybathlon •
1 pm- No Lions In Paris • Australian By Degree-Sisi Coala • Disability•
Zamaani Baraaye Doost Daashtan - A Time To Love •
4 pm- Vocational Training And Job Creation • Resilience • The Quiet
Ones • A Normal Life •
7 pm- Las Muelas De Cuco - Cuckoo Molars • Auf Augenhöhe - At
Eye Level •

Tamilnadu needs a Modi Model Government
For which
BJP is the ONLY SOLUTION

New Delhi: In a bid to make all political parties answerable
under the Right to Information (RTI) Act, the Central
Information Commission (CIC) has issued a fresh
notice to Congress president Sonia Gandhi
seeking explanation on why the Congress party
is not responding to RTI applications despite
orders by the transparency panel. The notice
has been sent in connection with an RTI plea
filed with the Congress party in February 2014
by activist R K Jain. As there was no
response, the matter was escalated to
the commission.
P7

4 QUARTERS OF SILENCE
USA / 2016 / 17.46m / Cody Broadway

The Films at AbilityFest 2017
GANZ NAH BEI DIR - CLOSE TO YOU

An insightful look at American High Schol football team the Rangers,
from the Texas School for the Deaf.

Germany / 2008 / 88m / Almut Getto
Philip is thrown out of his well ordered orbit when he meets blind
cello player Lina

A NORMAL LIFE

HEELS AND WHEELS

USA / 2016 / 73m / Alex Herz
The story of a young man who worries about the independence of his
brother with Down syndrome.

UK / 2016 / 45m / Daniel McAleavy, Tristan Green and Sidney Robb
An international wheelchair ballroom dancing competition held
every year in Manchester, showcases a wide range of talent.

AUF AUGENHÖHE - AT EYE LEVEL

LAS MUELAS DEL CUCO-CUCKOO MOLARS

Germany / 2016 / 98m / Joachim Dollhopf, Evi Goldbrunner, Martin
Richter
Michi, 11 years old, lives in a children’s home and one day finds out
who his father is.

AUS DEM ROLLSTUHL AN DEN CYBATHLON - FROM
WHEELCHAIR TO THE CYBATHLON

Switzerland / 2016 / 54m / Adrian Winkler
Cybathlon is the world’s first bionic Olympiad for people with
disabilities using assistive devices including robotic technologies .

AUSTRALIAN BY DEGREE -SISI COALA

Australia / Fiji / 2016 / 6.18 m / Lisa Hiller
Sisi Coala travels the length and breadth of her native Fiji, helping
visually impaired students excel in mainstream schools.

BUILDING A WORLD FOR ALL

Australia / 2015 / 2.22m / Elle Spring
A celebration of the new global goals that include people with
disability.

DAN AND MARGOT

Canada / 2016 / 75m / Chloe Sosa-Sims
An intimate look into the life of a young modern woman struggling
to take back the three years of her life that she lost to schizophrenia.

DARYA VA MAHI PARANDE-THE SEA AND THE FLYING FISH
Iran / 2015 / 78m / Mehrdad Ghafarzadeh
A young, deaf boy living in a juvenile detention center, Ehsan has a
special talent: painting.

DISABILITY

Spain / 2016 / 18m / Jose Miguel Rodriguez
A comic gangster story based on two gangsters involved in a series of
problems due to their mismanagement.
LET ME KNOW
Sweden / 2016 / 11m / Bim Jacobsson
For 18-year-old Maja, who has Down Syndrome, being a teenager
isn’t so easy.
LIFE BENEATH THE SKIN OF TOWN-ZINDAGI ZIR PUST MAN
Iran / 17.38m / Behrouz Noorani Pour
Fariba is full of dreams - of supporting her parents and building
her dream house someday.

MY HERO BROTHER

Israel / 2016 / 78m / Yonatan Nir
A group of remarkable young people with Down syndrome embark
on a trek through the Indian Himalayas.
NO LIONS IN PARIS
Kenya / France / 2016 / 5.57m / Musa Kirokote and Michael Joseph
The view of the world from a travel writer with cerebral palsy.

RECHARTING MY DESTINY

The film explores the unique art practices of artists with disabilities

THE PRESENT

Germany / 2014 / 4.18m / Jacob Frey
When a mom gets a present for her son, it’s hard for him to concentrate
on his video game.

THE QUIET ONES

England, UK / 2015 / 14.58m / Teresa Garratty
A teacher at a deaf boarding school is brutally murdered. Who did it?

THE RIGHT TO BE RESCUED

USA / 2015 / 16m / Jordan Melograna
The Right to be Rescued is a documentary that tells the stories of people
with disabilities affected by Hurricane Katrina.

TWO FEET TO FLY

India / 2015 / 48.39m / Akshay Shankar, Pavitra Chalam
How six amateur runners from India broke free from their shackles by
tapping into the inimitable power of running.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING AND JOB CREATION FOR
YOUTH WITH DISABILITIES IN THE GAZA STRIP

Palestine / 2016 / 6m / Ashraf Al-Mashharawy
On training courses for women and men with disabilities in the Gaza
strip.

WRESTLESS

RESILIENCE

About the power of friendship and believing in yourself.

Sweden /2016 / 27m / Ricardo Koanuka, Christina Wallin
In a shantytown of Brazil, a man refuses to let his physical disability
prevent him from living a full life.

SCRIBBLING

India / 2014 / 5.34 m / Athithya Kanagarajan
The story of Anju, a five a old girl with dysgraphia, a learning
disability.

DWA ŚWIATY-TWO WORLDS

SPECTRUM : A STORY OF THE MIND

A portrait of deaf parents and their twelve-year old daughter, Laura.

THE DEEP RISING

India / 2015 / 26m / Merajur Rahman Baruah

Hongkong , China / 2016 / 12.10m / Jackie Chan
How Tiffany and Alex overcame obstacles and found employment.

Italy / 2015 / 15.47m / Linda Paganelli
Three women with disabilities living in the Gaza Strip become aware
of their rights.
Poland / 2016 / 52m / Maciej Adamek

STUTTER

USA / 2016 / 14 m / Ivo Huahua
A father is determined to win the respect of his son.

USA / 2015 / 24m / Jill Jones
Spectrum seeks to explore the underlying sensory differences in
autistic brains.

UK / 2015 / 11.37m / John Tilley and Kelly Turnbull

ZAMAANI BARAAYE DOOST DAASHTAN-A TIME TO LOVE

Iran / 2008 / 90 m / Ebrahim Forouzesh
The biggest hurdle Babak faces isn’t his disability, but gaining acceptance
in his own family.

VIKRAM VEDHA

India / 2017 / 147m / Gayatri and Pushkar
A team led by Vikram, a ruthless, no-nonsense encounter cop, is on the
hunt to capture or kill Vedha, a dreaded gangster.
Audio described Film

